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John Bosco:  Patron Saint of Apprentices (people who are at the beginning of  
                      learning something like carpentry, building, teaching), respect for all.�
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The students will: 

x Name behaviors that show a positive attitude and those that show a negative   
attitude by listening to/reading the story about St. John Bosco and how he treated 
others. 

x Show healthy ways to have fun by acting out (through the game of Charades) fun  
things they enjoy doing with a friend. 

x Identify peer influence on his/her feelings, behavior, and decisions by participating  
in the exercise on “Peer Pressure.” 

x Identify characteristics of a friend by participating in the exercise on “what is a good  
friend” and reading about good friends on page 9, “A Friend is Someone Who,” and 
page 10 of the CSA booklet. 

x Name what Peer Pressure is by participating in the exercise and answering the  
teacher questions on peer pressure, and completing the exercise on Peer Pressure 
on page 11 of the CAS booklet.  
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 Student’s CSA Booklets 
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� What is Respect?  

Allow students to answer, affirming all correct responses.  Many  
responses may be examples. 
 

� Respect is treating all people with courtesy and recognizing that they have value 
because they are created in the image and likeness of God and are deserving of 
love.  That does not mean we do everything people ask us to do.  Knowing that 
each of us deserves respect allows us to keep ourselves safe.  We also know that 
while most people know and understand respect, some people choose to make 
wrong or evil choices. 

 
� Who deserves respect?  (Everyone!!!) 

 
� How do we show respect for ourselves?  

 
CVOL (Grade 4)  Lesson 3 

 



Affirm all appropriate responses including, bathing, dressing modestly, 
brushing our teeth, reading good books, doing our homework, obeying our 
parents, speaking kindly of other or to others, eating healthy foods, 
learning to recognize our feelings and choosing to react appropriately...  

 
Be sure to add:  watching T.V. shows, movies, downloads, pictures, listen 
to music, etc, that is respectful of all people and helps us to remember that 
all of us are created in the image and likeness of God—(which means 
people are usually kind, speak kindly to each other, don’t gossip, don’t 
take the Lord’s name in vain, etc.) 

 
� How do we show respect? It’s really just another way of asking, how do we treat 

each other? 
 

Affirm all appropriate responses including: listening, waiting for your 
turn to talk, speak about them using kind words, and speak to them 
with kind words. 

 
� For your assignment from last the time we were together, you were to observe the 

effects your actions and attitudes had on the people around you.  Would anyone like 
to share? 

 
Allow one or two students to share, affirming how they show direct  
cause and effect of the student’s behavior and the people around them.   
 

� You can choose to obey, have a good attitude and pass on a good feeling—
but it takes practice.   

 
� The person (Saint John Bosco) we will learn about today is a young man who 

recognized how behavior toward others—especially children, might make 
them either successful or failures in the world.  Today we’re going to learn 
about being a good friend and what to look for in a friend.  Let’s look at page 
eight (8) in our booklets. 
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When you have finished reading, ask the children to tell you 
ways in which John Bosco showed respect for the children.  
They might include: 
9 Treating them kindly, even if they were dirty 
9 Teaching them skills to have better lives 
9 Recognizing that the children in the prison had different 

needs than the adults 
9 The children wouldn’t be safe with strangers—especially 

robbers and murderers 
 
�
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� Recognizing and respecting the needs and feelings of others are 

characteristics of a good friend.  John Bosco knew that the children had no 
way to bathe and barely enough food to eat.  If he treated them as if they had 
no feelings, like most people did, he would be treating them like animals.  
God gave him the wisdom to know that everyone deserves to be safe and 
respected, and that each of us has gifts to be used for the good of others.  
St. John Bosco was a good friend. 

 
� Instead of letting the children play on the streets and beg for food and 

money, he found people to help train them for jobs building things, making 
things—even reading.  

 
� Finding healthy things to do with their time and having fun,—remember he 

was a juggler—were important. A friend is someone you can share safe and 
healthy ways to have fun with. 
 

� Kids in Saint John Bosco’s day didn’t have television or the internet.  Life was 
different back then.  Today we get an education by going to school.  We ride 
to school in cars and buses and have many conveniences.  We are safe and 
comfortable with adults who care for us and love us.  We have fun with our 
trusted friends.   

 
� Think of some things we do for fun today.  Let’s play a game of Charades. 

Get into pairs.  Act out something you like to do for fun.  When it isn’t your 
turn, you can try to guess what the other person is doing.  You can’t make 
any noise—just facial expressions and motions.   

 
Allow students to share fun, safe, activities . 

 
� For most of us, having fun involves doing things with friends and family.  

Someone who is a friend helps us to learn new things, and helps us figure 
out who God wants us to be.  We can discover new interests and skills with 
our friends, as well as make new friends who enjoy the same things we like. 

 
� What are some characteristics you look for in a friend? 

 
Allow children to share.  When they are finished, write the 
following on the board.  Have the children read it from page 9 of 
their booklets. 
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� Now that we know the definition of a friend, let’s see if we can answer a few 

not-so-simple questions to identify our friends. 
 

9 Would a friend ask you to lie? 
9 If you were always breaking the rules when you hung out with a 

particular person, would that person be a good friend?  (NO) Why?  
(They don’t bring out the best in you.) 

9 Would a computer friend be afraid or unable to meet your parents? 
9 Would a friend tell your parents that you had a Facebook (or other 

community networking) account, that you were keeping secret?  
(YES—because they want you to be the best you can be and keeping 
secrets from your parents is dangerous.) 

9 Would a friend hide your short skirt and make up so you can put it on 
at her house because your mother won’t allow you to wear it? 

9 Would a friend tell your father you were going to a Disney movie with 
him when you are really meeting a group of kids to see the new action 
thriller your parents would not allow you to see? 

 
� As we see in some of our examples, sometimes being a friend means risking 

having your friend “mad” at you for a while.  Having someone “mad” at you is 
always better than having someone in a dangerous situation. 

 
� A friend respects your feelings.  A friend never asks you to break one of the 

rules of your family, of your school, of your group or club.   
�
� Turn to page 10 of your Booklet.  See if you can think of three people who are your 

true friends.  Write their names and a couple of reasons why they are good friends. 
 
3HHU�3UHVVXUH��
 
� When a friend or other person influences you to do something you don’t want to do, 

it’s called ³3HHU�3UHVVXUH�´   It would be great to use peer pressure to get 
everyone to do their homework the first day it is assigned, or to always wear 
sunscreen, or to get people to set the table and clear their plates without asking—
but to some, peer pressure usually means something different. 

 
� Can any of you think of situations in your life, or from a movie or T.V. show that 

shows the effects of peer pressure? 
 

Allow the children to think of some ideas of their own��
 
� Here’s an example:  A talented new singer wears very immodest clothing.  The 

words of his songs always include slang for body parts, and talk about women like 
they are toys to play with (or objects).  Your best friend has downloaded the newest 
song to his/her iPod.  Everyone seems to be singing the words.   
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� You say, “My mom thinks he sings about women as if they were objects instead of 
human beings, I’m not allowed to listen to him.”  Your friend says, “I’ll download it 
from my computer and you can use your earphones—so your mom won’t even 
know.” 

Allow the children to answer questions.�
 

J What do you do? 
J How does the friends answer make you feel? 
J What if your friend calls you a baby or says you’re “chicken?” 

 
� Another example: 

You are at a friend’s pool party.  There are adults and kids there.  You go inside to 
go to the bathroom.  On your way back out, the uncle of one of your friend’s says, 
“Hey, you look so cute in your bathing suit.  You’ve been swimming a lot out there. 
Sit and talk with me in here where there is air conditioning.”  
Everyone else is outside.  You say, “I would rather be outside with my friends.”  The 
uncle says, “Don’t be such a baby, you’re too mature for that Marco Polo game.  I 
think you’re old enough to sit with the adults.”  The uncle seems pretty cool, but  

 
Allow the children to answer questions. 

 
J What might you be feeling? 
J What should you do? 

 
Say, “NO”, and immediately go outside.  Tell a trusted adult exactly what happened.   

 
What could you have done to avoid the situation?   

 
� Allow the children to think of some ideas of their own��
 
� Even when you are in a familiar place, its best to stay with a buddy—especially 

when there are people around who you don’t really know. 
 
� Do you think the uncle was using a form of peer pressure?  He was.  He was trying 

to treat you as if you were an adult.  When we respect people, we accept them for 
who they are.  Children should be allowed to be children.  Children and adults are 
different.  Things that are appropriate for adults are not always appropriate for 
children.  Adults who hang out with children all the time—instead of adults, should 
be treated with caution.  We are always respectful, but we should never be alone 
with someone who is not a trusted adult. 

 
� Turn to page eleven (11) of your Booklet.  Write down one way that you gave in to 

peer pressure.  Answer the questions about one experience you have had when 
you gave in to peer pressure. 
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